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Speaking – Training – Media 

 

“The pinnacle of success is not wealth, power or fame… 

it’s enlightenment of the consciousness”. 

 

 

To Gain Mastery, You Need a Master 

Become more Powerful - literally more energy 

Become Smarter - More profit, less work 

Become Happier - fulfilled and at peace 

 



Biography 

 

Steven S. Sadleir is a leading World Master and 

is known as the American Guru by other Masters 

around the world. He is the director of the Self 

Awareness Institute and has taught thousands 

around the world since the mid 1980’s. He is a 

leading author, trainer and speaker on 

mindfulness, mind control and manifesting. He 

stars in three movies about consciousness: 

Spiritual Revolution, 3 Magic Words and 

Enlightenment Now. He is host of Enlightenment 

Radio, hosted two television programs, is a best-

selling author with over a dozen books, and is 

currently in production on another feature film. 

Guruji holds a Master’s in Financial Economics, 

as a Rotary Scholar, from the University of 

Wales, UK, and worked as a financial guru for 

the US Government, International banker for Lloyds Bank LA, as investment banker, and as 

fund advisor to some of the largest investment funds in the world. Over the last few decades he 

as conducted VIP training for Congressmen, CEO’s, Entrepreneurs, and Stars. Steven’s core 

competence is to raise consciousness and bring spirituality to business, and to life, through an 

understanding of the science of the spirit and knowing how to conduct energy more powerfully. 

He has a thirty year track record of enlightening others. 

This Master integrates the science of consciousness and energy into business applications for 

radical results. He trains the trainers, groups like T. Harv Ekart and Peak Potentials (Extreme 

Wealth, Wealth & Wisdom, etc.), Mental Journey to Million with Matthew Ferry, Mike Ferry 

International. He has done seminars with Mark Victor Hansen and Dr. David Hawkins, and 

provided mindfulness training to the medical staff of Dignity Health Care and St. Mary’s 

Hospital. Master Steven is at the leading edge in mind-tech for the 21st century and the 

enlightenment of humanity. 

Steven brings the leading edge in transformative tools through speaking, training and media to 

executives and entrepreneurs to: 

•Realize your higher purpose and sharpen your leading edge.  

•Awaken higher consciousness, awareness & enlightenment.  

•Experience extreme happiness & fulfillment in life. 

  



Speaking & Training 

 

Notable addresses: Peak Potentials, Extreme Wealth, Wealth & Wisdom, Enlightened 

Entrepreneur Summit, Mark Victor Hansen, Bridging Science & Spirituality Conference, 

Academy of Influence, Success Strategies Summit, Mental Journey to Millions, World Yoga 

Conference, Noetic Science –Shift, The Global Summit, Dr. David Hawkins, Conservative-Daily 

and dozens of others. Steven has conducted trainings throughout the United States plus Europe, 

China, Indonesia, Mexico, Peru and Australia. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Book him now 

 

 

 

1. Speaking engagement 

2. Corporate or small group training 

3. Joining the next distance learning program 

 

Pricing is flexible depending on time, audience size and travel. 

 

Steven S. Sadleir, Director Self Awareness Institute  

668 North Coast Hwy #417 

Laguna Beach, CA 92651 USA  

Direct: sadleir1@cox.net 


